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When Bill Bowen envisioned 
JSTOR in 1995 he reached for a 
very big idea through a relatively 
small initiative. 

While our immediate goal was to 
convert backfiles of important 
scholarly journals into digital 
form, the big idea started the 
transformation of part the 
infrastructure that supports 
research, teaching, and learning –  
from buildings and shelves to 
servers and networks.
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● increasingly, faculty want to teach with their and other libraries’ digitized 
special and primary source collections;

● increasingly, students are being asked to, or want to, do research with 
these unique collections

● journals and books are increasingly available electronically, but only a 
very small portion of a library’s special/distinctive/primary source 
collections have been digitized

● the tapestry of tools, services, systems that have traditionally been 
deployed to build, manage, share, and preserve these collections are 
grounded in physical infrastructure

We know …
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● consumers, faculty, students, will be looking to do their work digitally

● libraries will need to provide the collections and services they used to 
provide physically, through the network 

● there are economies of scale associated with some of these activities, 
while some of them remain local (although AI will threaten these…)

● libraries will need to decide whether they will build these services 
themselves, collaborate with other libraries to create them, or buy these 
services from others

We know …
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● Academic and research libraries are in the midst of a major strategic 
reinvention to enable the next generation of instruction, learning, and 
scholarship. 

● Libraries’ collections must be increasingly digital, and libraries are 
transitioning to a services-first model that requires new kinds of talent 
and infrastructure

● Libraries must demonstrate value to their home institutions, and to do so 
their locally owned collections must have impact, but most of the current 
systems for access are outside today’s research, teaching, and learning 
workflows. 

● Libraries to need make, build, or buy systems and platforms to manage 
this digital work, with the twin goals of controlling their costs and 
increasing impact. 

So…



More than ever before, we see 
how the digital infrastructure 
we’ve worked together to build 
has the power to deliver more 
equitable and impactful access 
to knowledge and education.
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● Together, we have been building infrastructure for the past two decades 
that help libraries make the transition from print to digital (JSTOR and 
Portico)

● Our access platform (JSTOR) is in the middle of the “research and 
learning workflow”; it is a starting place for a substantial number of 
faculty, students, and researchers in the humanities and social sciences
 

● Our preservation platform (Portico) is widely recognized as a gold 
standard for the managed preservation of scholarly content

● we are now making this infrastructure available to institutions - as a 
trusted, not-for-profit partner - to help institutions build, manage, share, 
and preserve these collections in a more impactful and cost-effective 
manner

What we are doing



Build, manage, share 
and preserve your 
digitized special, 
primary source, and 
distinctive collections

British Commonwealth Games Council Scotland. Promotional leaflet produced for the 1970 
Edinburgh Commonwealth Games. 1970. Part of 1970 Edinburgh Commonwealth Games



Hypotheses

Make the open 
collections more 
discoverable to 
researchers globally

Make the research 
process more 
seamless

Help institutions 
fulfill their mission as 
stewards of their 
digital collections for 
the long-term

1. 2. 3.



Open Community 
Collections initiative
● Charter period ran from January 2020 - June 

2023

● Invited institutions to make their digital 
collections available on JSTOR for no fee

○ 310 institutions shared 1,850 collections 
on JSTOR by the initiative’s conclusion

● Also explored additional services:

○ Using JSTOR’s cataloging tool - 
previously developed with Artstor - for 
building and publishing collections to 
JSTOR

○ Providing managed preservation of 
libraries’ collections in Portico - 
previously only available for publishers’ 
content



43% 
of usage from sessions starting at 
JSTOR

62%
of item requests coming from open 
web

31%
of usage from discovery on 
Google

13,000+ 
unique institutions accessing 
from 225+ countries/territories

Discovery and reach



What is working:
● the “JSTOR effect”

● amplified indexing by Google

● connecting secondary literature to the 
primary source content being 
contributed by institutions

● making audio and video available with 
auto-generated transcripts

● making it easy for institutions to bring 
content built in other repositories into 
where it can be found and used on 
JSTOR 

● institutions are seeing Portico as a 
viable long-term preservation 
alternative
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Queens College (CUNY): 
Driving targeted discovery

● In March 2022 published the “Greek 
News” collection to JSTOR

● 900+ issues of a bilingual newsweekly 
covering 2003-2021

● Collection stewarded jointly by the 
Hellenic American Project and Special 
Collections and Archives.

● Sharing the collection on JSTOR led to 
increased discovery and use from 
Greece
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● Analysis done in collaboration with SCELC, 
Caltech, University of San Francisco, and 
University of the Pacific in Spring 2022

● Presented at the International Conference 
on Open Repositories in June 2022

● Source repositories maintained usage trends 
after making collections available on JSTOR 
(and sometimes increased)

● Collections on JSTOR are reaching different 
audiences

● Usage on JSTOR was additive (and still 
growing) to source repositories

SCELC: Additive impact
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● JSTOR Forum to build 
the collections

● Shared Collections to 
provide access to the 
collections via JSTOR

● Preserved Collections 
to manage the 
long-term 
preservation of the 
collections via 
Portico

Skidmore: full stack
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JSTOR Archive Collections
Books at JSTOR
Artstor Digital Library
Research Reports
Open Shared Collections
Reveal Digital

Content
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Tools
Constellate (TDM)
JSTOR Forum (cataloging)
genAI chat
ML and AI for metadata enhancement

Services
Portico and Preserved Collections
Shared Collections
Audio/Video
Syndication
Harvesting


